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KIN COFFEE AND CRAFT HOUSE

Our story starts on the farm, a small family farm with seven 
sheep. Those sheep are key to the eventual genesis of KIN. Now 

take two individuals, related but not yet close (from a 
genealogy standpoint first cousins once removed), Lynn and 
Jamie. Due to their obsession with all things natural and 

fibers, they somehow got together over a ball of wool from said 
family farm. Well, not as one might imagine when thinking of a 

ball of wool. This was a very large ball of wool, not yarn 
(yet). It turned out to be roving, the step prior to spinning.  

And so it goes with the rest of the story and the friendship to 
follow. Once Lynn and Jamie were put together on social media by 

another family member (Jamie’s aunt/Lynn’s cousin) it was 
obvious the common interests and dreams were way beyond chance. 
Several months later at the dinner table with husbands Phil and 
Austin (basically both just along for the ride), the discussion 

eventually turned into a brain storming session and a quick 
outline took shape for a possible fun filled future. Lynn 

spotted the building, Phil said “go for it”, Jamie answered the 
phone, Austin donned his tool belt and just eight hours later, 
the four dreamers were ensconced inside the Dutch Barn. With a 
shared love of coffee, the desire to create a cozy place for 
people to gather and an available building they were sure it 

would work with just a few “cosmetic” changes: they were All in.  

Much like the roving, the building wasn’t quite a ball of yarn 
(yet) and although it took battles on many fronts and a couple 
years, not to mention handymen Phil and Austin “doing” all of 

the work themselves (OK…as much as ‘they’ let us do) the war was 
eventually won and KIN Coffee and Craft House came to life. 


